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Principal aims and activities 
 

Our Vision 
 “To enable and inspire people with disabilities and those that support them to lead 
fulfilled inclusive lives with dignity and respect.” 

 Our Mission 
 “To improve the quality of life and provide opportunities for people with disabilities and 
those that support them by encouraging their active participation in their community.  
To provide them with a voice, choices and control over their lives” 

 
Our Values ‘WE CARE’ 

Welcoming: HAD is committed to creating a culture of warmth and belonging, where 
everyone is welcome; 
Enabling: HAD is committed to the participation, involvement and development of all 
beneficiaries, staff, trustees and volunteers; 
 
Caring: HAD is committed to treating everyone we come into contact with as an 
individual and with care; 
Anti-Discriminatory: HAD is committed to treating people equally and opposes 
discrimination in all circumstances; 
Respect: HAD is committed to promoting respect, honesty and integrity in dealings with 
its beneficiaries, staff, trustees and volunteers as well as its partner organisations and 
the public; 
Empathy: HAD is committed to an approach that focuses on an individual’s need. 

 
HAD - Objects of the Association 

 To aim to meet the needs of people with physical and sensory disabilities and carers 
over the age of 18 years living in the London Borough of Havering and, where 
appropriate, people living in the surrounding area. 

 To promote the relief of their distress and suffering. 

 To enhance their welfare and wellbeing and improve their quality of life. 

 To provide them with appropriate support and services. 

 To promote their independence, rehabilitation and reablement. 

 To enable them to exercise more choice and control so that they can make more 
decisions about the support and services they receive in line with personalisation where 
the individual is recognised as the expert regarding what help they require. 

 To provide an organisation that can deliver as many services as possible to meet the 
needs of people with disabilities and carers over the age of 18 years. 

 To provide an organisation that will work in partnership with individuals, statutory 
bodies, voluntary organisations, groups of voluntary organisations, consortia and other 
organisations to meet the needs of people with disabilities and carers. 

 To provide information, facilities and a meeting place for people with disabilities and 
carers and to organisations that aim to meet their needs. 

 To refer people and organisations who contact the Association to appropriate sources of 
help. 

 To fulfil any other object that is deemed wholly and exclusively charitable by the laws of 
England and Wales. 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 

Chairman    Pam Light    
Vice Chairman/Treasurer  David West 

      Steve Ellis 
Robert Keene            
Louis Dodin 
Dr.Muhammed Hoque 
Gary Narborough 
Colin Ormsby (21/2/17) 
Andrew Longhurst (23/10/17)   
Doreen Cowell (resigned 9/6/17) 

   

 
CURRENT STAFF 

     
Manager       Maureen Salter 

 Befriending Co-Ordinator & Carers Support  Clare Kelly        
Carers Support/Administrator    Denise Hanrahan 
Social Inclusion/Admin Assistant   Cheryl Cable   

 
 

Volunteering 
 
Volunteering should bring many good things into your life.  Contact with a wide range 
of people, training in specific subjects and access to a wide range of social activities 
are all available to our volunteers.  In return we need the most valuable thing you can 
give – your time.    
 
 
Without our committed volunteers we would not be able to carry out such a wide range 
of services for people with disabilities and carers in London Borough of Havering. 
Whether you have been with us for 16 days or 16 years you have our heartfelt thanks.  

 

 
Thank you for your support 
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Report from the Chairman – Pam Light 
 
I am very pleased to have been accepted as Chairman of HAD. I was first introduced to HAD 
when Mary Capon was CEO over 10 years ago and I was asked to assess them for Local 
Authority funding. I was very impressed with their work and when I was chosen for Mayor I had 
the honour of having HAD as one of my charities and I was able to contribute to the 
refurbishment of the garden in which we all can now enjoy numerous events. 
 
The Board welcomed 2 new trustees this year - Colin Ormsby and Andrew Longhurst. 
Welcome to you both. I would also like to thank Doreen Cowell for her many years of hard 
work and support to HAD as a trustee, volunteer and participant. Thank you Doreen you will be 
missed but don't be a stranger. We still expect to see you at future events. 
 
It has been a very challenging year. Both Maureen and Clare have worked very hard and 
suffered sleepless nights preparing HAD’s proposals for the new method of funding from LBH. 
This consisted of preparing bids against other local organisations in order to secure the funds 
to ensure our services for the future. Thank you also Denise and Cheryl who stepped into the 
breach and carried on the normal day to day work when Maureen and Clare were otherwise 
engaged. 
 
Very briefly there will be many changes the main one being that all our services will be aimed 
at people with disabilities as funding for supporting carers will cease. We will be reorganising 
our services in order to make the most of our resources and make them more interesting and 
suitable for our clients. Another change is to membership which the board have voted to end. 
The reason being that to run an effective and fair membership list would be too expensive 
necessitating membership fees to be in excess of £20, which we believe is unreasonable. We 
are replacing it with a registration system which will entail all attendees to fill in a form with 
basic details name, address etc. These details will be kept on a computerised register. We will 
of course be exploring new funding opportunities in order to maintain and extend our services. 
 
Thank you to all the service users, staff and relatives who have done such a variety of 
challenges in their fundraising efforts this year raising a fantastic amount of money. We have 
also been very lucky to receive several donations which have enabled us to put on extra 
events which included a great day out at Southend. 
 
Our stalwart volunteers have been a godsend and contributed in excess of 5000 hours of work 
for HAD – a stirling effort. We cannot manage without you and I thank you all from the bottom 
of my heart. 
 
The future is not certain. We face many challenges and hard work ahead. I thank Maureen, 
Clare, Denise and Cheryl, all my fellow Board members for what they have already done and 
what I will be asking them to do in the future. 
 
Your input is always welcome and we will continue to appreciate your suggestions in order to 
extend and improve all we do. 
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Treasurers Report for Year ended 31st March 2017 
 

2017 Year end 
 
HAD Income for the year to 31 March 2017 amounted to £101k. This was £7k lower than the 
previous year in part due to the ending of the SDS project in December 2015 but offset by a 
big improvement in donations/fundraising which at nearly £18k doubled the amount raised in 
the previous year. 
 
Costs for the financial year were £98k, down from £115k in the previous year, which left us 
with a nominal surplus for the year of £3k. As our aim as a Charity is to break even this can be 
considered to be an acceptable result with the small surplus being added to reserves. 
Our reserves at the year-end amounted to £145k at a similar level to the previous year. Of this 
total amount £65k is designated as Free/Unrestricted which is the amount available to support 
the charities operations in times of difficulty. 
 
 
Current Year ending 31st March 2018 and Longer Term Outlook 
 
Our financial performance to date has remained steady in the current financial year with our 
activities running in line with the Grants we currently receive so our results to date are fine. 
As reported last year we have been notified that the current funding arrangements from LBH – 
where the majority of our funds currently come from – will cease, now at the end of January 
2018. We are currently negotiating with the Local Authority with regards to what funds will be 
available to HAD going forward to support people with disabilities in the Borough from 1st 
February 2018 and at this time remain optimistic as to the outcome of the negotiations.    
On a positive note the work that was referred to earlier in the Annual Report with regard to 
HAD achieving the PQASSO Quality Standard should, we believe, put HAD in a much better 
position to seek funding from other external sources over the coming year to help build on the 
work we do with the local community. Additionally, as with the previous year, our fundraising 
activities have been numerous and very successful, so along with an award from the Mayors 
Charity Fund our income from donations/fundraising will be even  higher within the current year 
than it was last year. 
 
I would add my thanks to the staff, service users and supporters of HAD who have helped with 
the much enhanced fundraising activities over the last couple of years which have helped 
leave us with a relatively strong reserves position at a critical juncture in the history of HAD.  

 
 
David West 
Trustee and Treasurer 
October 2017 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Board of Trustees would like to thank 

everyone who have made donations to 

HAD and fundraised on our behalf this year 
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Manager’s Report  
 
The Annual Report is a time for reflection on the work carried out during the year and I am 
once again very proud of how much that has been achieved during this very busy year. I would 
to like to take this opportunity to thank our service users, volunteers, Trustees and staff team 
for their contribution enabling HAD to continue to provide a meeting hub and services for 
people with disabilities and their carers in Havering.  

We were delighted to be chosen as one of the Mayor of Havering, Councillor Philippa 
Crowder’s Charity of the Year. Cllr. Philippa Crowder attended many of our events meeting 
many people with disabilities and carers. 

To help us plan our future services we held a “Speed-rating” consultation event when service 
users gave their ideas, thoughts and feedback on HAD’s services. Information gathered will 
help us design our future services. We also held an online questionnaire with Services users 
reporting honestly with lots of positivity and practical suggestions.  
 
During the year we were successful in securing a grant from Lloyds Bank Foundation to 
achieve PQASSO quality mark and we are busy working towards this. We are grateful to 
Lloyds Bank Foundation for giving us this opportunity and supporting us at this time. 
 
Fundraising efforts have exceeded all expectations this year and I would like to thank everyone 
who has been involved in the various activities I would also like to thank HAD’s Board of 
Trustees for their continued support and help throughout this challenging year. 
 
Looking forward there are changes to be made and working alongside the Trustees, the staff 
team and our wonderful volunteers HAD will strive to continue making a difference to people’s 
lives in Havering and to provide services 
from our hub. 

 
Maureen Salter  
Manager 

 

 
 

 
 

Benefits Advice Surgery 
 

The benefit surgery continues to be a vital service for people with disabilities and carers. A 
Benefits Advisor from LB Havering provides this valuable service in our accessible hub. The 
Advisor provides up-to-date information and advice, carry out benefit checks and help fill in 
benefits forms. Surgeries are on the 4th Wednesday of every month (by appointment only). 
 
62 people/families attended our Welfare Rights Surgery and received support and advice on 
their entitlements. 
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Project Reports 
 
Befriending & Carers Support  
 
I joined HAD in June last year, and what a great year!  I have been made to feel thoroughly 
welcomed by all service users, staff and volunteers.  I am extremely proud to be involved with 
HAD and have enjoyed the many events and activities including the BBQ, garden parties and 
outings. 
 
Befriending Project  
Our Befriending Project has been established for 17 years and during that time many carers 
and people with disabilities have benefited from this service. All our volunteers are DBS 
checked, reference check and receive induction and ongoing support through our quarterly 
‘Time to Talk’ sessions. 
  
Our volunteer befrienders have continued to enable carers to have a much needed break from 
their caring role alongside providing an activity for the cared for. A carer told me “it’s like a 
weight lifted from my shoulders when the befriender visits”. I  thoroughly enjoy listening to how 
our volunteers and their befriendees spend their time together from bowling, days out to 
museums and zoos, to putting the world to rights and sharing memories over a cuppa. 
   
The Befriending Project have provided an amazing 3,431 volunteering hours of companionship 
this year.  Alongside the many positive outcomes to befriending there is also a financial benefit 
to our stakeholders, calculating at minimum wage of £7.50 (even though the support is 
priceless) which equates to £25732.50 which is a staggering figure. 
 
To say thank you to our volunteers we held a number of appreciation events this year giving 
opportunity to meet other volunteers and some of the carers who benefit from befriending.   
During Volunteers Week we held an afternoon tea at HAD and at the Havering Volunteer 
Centre Event at the Queens Theatre, 10 of our long standing volunteers were nominated to 
receive awards presented by the Mayor of Havering Cllr. Linda van den Hende and were 
treated to a pamper session and afternoon tea. 
 
Our volunteers are excellent ambassadors for HAD and many have supported me at 
promotional events and been vital in the training of new volunteers providing both practical 

advice and talking about their personal experiences 
of befriending.  
 
We would like to say a huge thank you to all our 
volunteer befrienders who continue to offer support 
and friendship to carers and people with disabilities 
in Havering, without these marvellous volunteers we 
could not provide this service.    
 
We are always thinking about ways to develop 
projects and welcome any ideas and I look forward 
the future of HAD.   
 

 
Clare Kelly 

Befriending & Carers Support Coordinator  
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Carer’s Support Project (social inclusion) 
Cheryl Cable - Social Inclusion Assistant/Admin 
 
  

Carer’s Support Project (social inclusion) 
provides short focused accessible activities for 
people with disabilities and their carers.  The 
range of sessions available includes Monday 
Movers, Art, Wednesday Workout, and 
Managing Stress. All our activities have given 
people with disabilities and their carers the 
opportunity to socialise, develop their skills, 
exchange information and meet like-minded 
people in a welcoming environment. 
 
We have consulted with our service users who suggested some great ideas about extra 
activities they would like to try.  As a result of this HAD have held a variety of one off 
workshops ranging from BOCCIA, Tai Chi, Colouring ‘n’ Brunch and Social Media Workshops.  
We were also delighted when one of the attendees of the Art group volunteered to run the 
group. Thanks to our volunteer the group has improved in popularity with many friendships 
forming and lots of excellent artwork being produced.    
 
The Sycamore Trust held a very informative Autism Awareness afternoon. Autism 
Ambassadors gave an informative and interactive presentation which enabled our service 
users, volunteers and staff to understand the many varied aspects of Autism.   
Spotlight Training hosted a multimedia course aimed at people with disabilities with an interest 
in filmmaking and music production. Students thoroughly enjoyed making a short film and 
using all the equipment that Spotlight supplied on the day.  Each attendee received a well-
deserved certificate of attendance with one attendee saying ‘it was the first accredited 
certificate’ they had ever received.  Following this course some of  the students enrolled on a 
music recording workshop held in Romford.   
 

During Deaf Awareness Week we piloted a British Sign Language conversation group led by a 
volunteer. Service users learned the basics of sign language and went away with homework 
(those who attended can now sign quite a few things!) this was followed by a lunch and time to 
chat and practise their newly learned skills.   
 
The changes and ideas suggested by our service users have resulted in attendances rising by 
10% to 1184 attendees.    
 

Friendly Friday Social Group  
 

Friendly Friday Social Group sessions are aimed at improving social inclusion and have gone 
from strength to strength with numbers steadily increasing. People with disabilities and their 
carers join together for activities including playing cards, bowling on the Wii, doing puzzles, 
quizzes and having lunch together.  Service users discuss and plan the sessions, requesting 
varied specialised theme days which have included Halloween, pizza days, card making 
sessions and glass decorating.   The group welcomes new  people  and ensure they are made 
to feel welcome.   Service users share information and tips on other services and facilities 
available through their own personal experience.  They encourage and find the confidence in 
each other to socialise outside of HAD.  
 

Thanks to all the service users actively being involved in the running of the Friendly Fridays 
from welcoming of new people, using their promotional, organising and planning skills 
attendance has increased by 25%. 
 
 



 
 
 
Carers Social Programme – Denise Hanrahan 
Carers Support/Administrator 
 
Our Carers Social programme continues to be well 
attended with many friendships being formed and 
information shared. These social events give carers 
respite time out from their caring role, joining with 
other carers for a short time whilst concentrating on 
an activity.   
 
We were delighted to celebrate Carers Rights Day with an invite from the Mayor Cllr 
Philippa Crowder to join her for an informative tour around the Chambers, a talk about 
mayoral duties with a question and answer session followed by lunch in the Mayors Parlour.  
A carer was given the opportunity to dress in the Mayor’s robes. 
 
Other popular events were a Tai Chi Workshop in our garden.  It was a beautiful day and 
our carers said they felt relaxed and refreshed and very much enjoyed the experience. 
Carers from HAD were made welcome at HASWA and joined their carers for a health check 
followed by games and a delicious vegetarian lunch.  The Mayor of Havering joined in the 
fun and everybody had a good time. 

 

 

 

 

 

Other carers activities included a Love Food Hate Waste 
workshop, Halloween cupcake workshop, lunch at a local 
restaurant, Queens Theatre Backstage Tour, card craft 
workshops and our annual summer BBQ event.    
12 Carers social events were held with 276 attendances. 
 

 
Supporting Carers Project (funded by Comic Relief) ended 31st August 2016 

 
This project gave us the opportunity to provide additional and a more in depth focussed 
service for carers offering information, social events, advocacy, phone support and forums.   
 
A number of activities/meetings were provided including a Cruise and Cream Tea event at 
Broxbourne Riverside, organised by a volunteer carer and cared for enabling them to 
socialise and enjoy the experience.  81 carers accessed this additional service.  
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Computer Suite 
 

HAD recognises the importance for People with Disabilities and Carers to have access to 
training and up to date technology.  (According to the Office for National Statistics, in May 
2015, 27% of disabled adults had never used the internet, compared to 11% of non-disabled 
adults.) 
 
The Computer Suite is currently unfunded and thanks to the support of all our volunteers has 
been able to continue providing vital training to empower individuals. HAD provides one-to-one 
training for people with disabilities and carers in an informal and friendly atmosphere. Laptop 
and Tablet lessons have been very popular this year especially with the move to more 
organisations, banking, and billing services going online enabling individuals to make informed 
choices and take control. We recently introduced a series of Social Media Workshops helping 
people to be more social on line and communicate with friends and family.   
Family History is also well attended and our tutor is kept 
busy tracing people’s ancestors. The camera club are 
kept busy taking and printing our many photos.  This 
year they organised and hosted a photo competition. 
The theme was ‘Autumn in Havering’ and we enjoyed 
seeing all the entries taken across the borough.  The 
Camera Club chose the winning photo which is proudly 
displayed on the front cover.   
              
There were 745 attendances to our computer lessons and workshops 2016-2017. 
 
 

 
National Lottery ‘Celebration’ Fund 

 
With support from The National Lottery Celebration fund an event was organised to Celebrate 
International Day of People with Disabilities on the 3rd December 2016. It was an opportunity 
to showcase our service users’ many talents from writing and performing a play, composing 
and reading poetry and a wide range of talented singers entertaining us on the night not to 
mention fun with guitars.  Over 120 people joined us on the evening, including the Mayor & 
Deputy Mayor of Havering, who joined with the HAD staff to perform a dance routine.  
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National Lottery Heritage fund 

 
National Lottery Heritage funding was secured and HAD were able to celebrate its amazing 
Local Histoyr and heritage.   We have always been proud of our wooden hut/hall and the 
amount we achieve within it for our service users. However, recently we discovered an 
amazing fact about its heritage; it started life as a dispersal hut at RAF Hornchurch during the 
Second World War.  The hut was previously used for RAF crew to wait for the call to man the 
planes.  They would drink tea and maybe play cards.  We are extremely proud that the hut still 
provides a warm space to play cards and provide companionship, as it did over seventy years 
ago. 
 
Throughout Local History Month service users shared stories and memories with such  pride 
and emotion about their childhoods and family history.  It was exciting to see and touch all their 
treasured items from medals, hankies made from parachutes, photos and recipe books.  Many 
items were displayed on our Local History Memory Board.  Simple and informative activities 
were carried including Dig to Victory when everyone planted a vegetable/herb seeds in 
recycled containers all taking something home to watch grow and enjoy.  Fun with Morse Code 
(balloon) activities were held in the garden, with one service user saying he wanted to learn 
more. Our art group produced posters and made medals.   
The whole community got behind our project with Havering Museum hosting a carers event, 
local historians from Hornchurch Aerodrome Historical Society and Havering Classic Cars 
giving up their time and sharing their knowledge.  Havering College painted our garden 
benches and railings using paint donated by a local supplier (Brewers).  Havering Libraries 
supported our project and wanted to find out more about us and our services (to promote to 
their customers).     
 
Supporters, service users, friends, family and neighbours joined us to celebrate the ‘Heritage 
of the Hut’ day.  There was a marvellous display from  Hornchurch Aerodrome Historical 
Society, war time themed packed lunch served in brown paper bags and dancing from 1940’s 
Dance group Dance Hall Days.   We were astounded by the support of volunteers and the 
interest generated by our project.  Havering Classic Cars opened the event starting at the Hut’s 
original location at Hornchurch Country Park (formally RAF Hornchurch) retracing the route to 
it’s current location.   
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Service Users Evaluation Results: 

 
 44 out of 61 service users told us that that our services had helped improve their emotional 

health and wellbeing and had increased inclusion. 

 48 out of 61 service users said they were getting out and about more 

 53 service users out of 59 people would recommend HAD services to friends and colleagues 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 
 
We should like to thank our funders as their financial support has meant we can 
provide information, training and new opportunities for disabled people and their 
carers. These HAD services enable people to maximise their life chances and 
play a part in the local community. 
 

London Borough of Havering 

 

 Lloyds Banking Foundation 

 

Comic Relief - London Community Foundation 
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Consultation and representation is vital work and committee members      

and staff have worked on/with the following groups: 

 

London Borough of Havering Consultations/Workshops 
Havering CCG, LB Havering and Voluntary and Community Sector Health and Social Care 

Forum 
Compact Forum  

Ensemble 
Havering Safer Neighbourhood Board  

MTR Crossrail/LB Havering - Station Consultation 
Havering Volunteer Managers Forum 

Voluntary Sector Safeguarding Adults Board  
NELFT Post Diagnostic Support Group 

Health in Balance Group 
Dementia Friends 
Scam Champion 

Autism Ambassadors 

 
Fundraising 

 
We have had another successful year for fundraising and we have been overwhelmed by the 
support from our service users, friends, families and the community. 
 
Challenges and ideas have varied with each person putting so much energy into their 
fundraising that it created a momentum inspiring other fundraisers.  Many stories grabbed the 
imagination of the community and were covered by the local papers (some even making front 
page) which helped raise our profile.   
In September 2016 volunteer Grant Rose successfully completed a wheelchair climb over the 
O2 accompanied by intrepid volunteers raising over £1000.    
 
HAD Heroes challenges included 

 For the first time for HAD Steve ran in the London Marathon raising over £1200.  

 600 miles stepathon completed by Cheryl and Clare.  

 Disability Access Awareness Day – Diane wanted to highlight the need for disabled 
access at stations and her challenge was to ride the District Line from start to finish, 
getting off at every disabled access station and took a selfie. 

 Hazel achieved beyond her expectations with a sponsored walk.  

 Michelle completed a sponsored swim.  

 4 volunteers took part in the Thames Bridges Trek Challenge.   

 Students from Gaynes School nominated HAD as their chosen charity to research and 
give a presentation to the Mayor and other local dignities.  The students interviewed and 
filmed people with disabilities and asked if they won some money what would they like it 
to be spent on. We were awarded £250 and accessible transport was sought and a trip 
to Southend was organised went ahead in September. Everyone had a good day and 
feedback was “would love to do it again”. 

 St Albans School held HATS for HAD fundraising day when students wore a wide range 
of hats, scarves and hair bobbles and raised £155. The school held an assembly and 
invited the Mayor of Havering and Natasha (a service user and volunteer). 
 

It has been a pleasure getting involved with all our fundraisers this year and we look forward to 
the next year and your ideas. Donations go towards running cost to enable us to continue 
providing support services, activities and extra equipment for people with disabilities and 
carers. 
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Moments in the life of H.A.D 

2016-2017  
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Havering Association for People with Disabilities 
Whittaker Hall, 1a Woodhall Crescent, 

Hornchurch, Essex. RM11 3NN 
 

Telephone: 01708 476554 
 

Email: admin@hadhavering.co.uk 
Website: www.hadhavering.co.uk 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

    Twitter: HAD_H4V3RING 

 
 

Facebook: HAD Havering 

 

                               

 

 

HAD Opening Times: Monday – Friday  9am to 4pm 

mailto:admin@hadhavering.co.uk
http://www.hadhavering.co.uk/

